January 3, 2017 - COMFORT THE AFFLICTED
"The newspaper ... comforts the afflicted and afflicts the comfortable." That phrase
from Finley Peter Dunne, a Chicago newspaperman who knew better, was in a
sentence he wrote to make fun of the hypocrisy of newspapers. Since the media take
themselves so seriously, they have ignored the irony and repeat it often to wrap their
efforts in virtue and importance. Other Dunneisms; "politics ain't beanbag" and "all
politics is local."
Shortly, we will have an administration the media will want to afflict, and they thus will
be performing a public service because they will be highlighting missteps of the
Trump administration. This will be a welcome change from what we have
experienced over the last eight years from people like David Remnick of the New
Yorker, Fareed Zakaria of WaPo, etc., whose interviews of the president have
resembled tongue baths. Truly they have spent this time "comforting the
comfortable." But, in the near future we can expect to start hearing about homeless
people again. They've been ignored for eight years but a comeback is in sight.
The media will be the least of Trump's problems. Wait until the federal bureaucrats
get into action. They will be on President Trump's agenda like white on rice. During
the last eight years the Bureau of Labor Statistics statistically disappeared 15 million
people. They have increased the number of people "not in the labor force" to 95
million from 80 million. This created favorable unemployment rates for the current
administration. Pickerhead predicts the reappearance of the disappeared. The
gnomes at BLS will be subtle and slow, but by 2018, and certainly by 2020, the
people who were an inconvenience for eight years will be recognized. Fooling with
statistics is how you get a paragraph like this from Aaron MacLean of the Free
Beacon.
... For years, Americans were told that after the financial panic in 2008, the president’s policies
had put us on a steady course to a strong economy. But in much of the country, people looked
around them and thought, That just doesn’t seem right. Especially in those parts of the country
hit the hardest by the transition from the Industrial Era to the Information Age, people asked a
number of questions. If the economy is doing so great, why are my adult children not moving
out? If the unemployment rate is declining, why are so many prime-age males not working? And
doesn’t it matter that the quality of jobs for non-college graduates is so obviously worse than it
was a generation ago? Why, instead of working, are so many people dependent on public
benefits and falling prey to addiction? ...

That quote from "Requiem for a Narrative" jumped out of order in this post which has
the goal of trying to explain how people who read the NY Times, in particular, and the
mainstream media in general, become so ignorant. So, back to the main point as we
get an inside look at narrative setting at the NY Times recently provided by Michael
Cieply at Deadline.com who has been a movie critic for both the LA Times and the
NY Times.
... For starters, it’s important to accept that the New York Times has always — or at least for
many decades — been a far more editor-driven, and self-conscious, publication than many of
those with which it competes. Historically, the Los Angeles Times, where I worked twice, for

instance, was a reporter-driven, bottom-up newspaper. Most editors wanted to know, every day,
before the first morning meeting: “What are you hearing? What have you got?”
It was a shock on arriving at the New York Times in 2004, as the paper’s movie editor, to realize
that its editorial dynamic was essentially the reverse. By and large, talented reporters scrambled
to match stories with what internally was often called “the narrative.” We were occasionally
asked to map a narrative for our various beats a year in advance, square the plan with editors,
then generate stories that fit the pre-designated line.
Reality usually had a way of intervening. But I knew one senior reporter who would play solitaire
on his computer in the mornings, waiting for his editors to come through with marching orders.
Once, in the Los Angeles bureau, I listened to a visiting National staff reporter tell a contact,
more or less: “My editor needs someone to say such-and-such, could you say that?”
The bigger shock came on being told, at least twice, by Times editors who were describing the
paper’s daily Page One meeting: “We set the agenda for the country in that room.” ...

Here's more on "the narrative" and how it works. Go to your search engine and ask
for "Trump transition in disarray." Bing provided 2,800,000 results which look like the
following items. This was the narrative shortly after the election which finally
collapsed since it was not supported by facts.
Firings and Discord Put Trump Transition Team in a State
... www.nytimes.com/2016/11/16/us/politics/trump-transition.html Nov 15, 2016 ·
WASHINGTON — President-elect Donald J. Trump’s transition was in disarray on Tuesday,
marked by firings, infighting and revelations that American ...

Trump transition team in disarray after top adviser ... www.theguardian.com ›
Video embedded · Donald Trump’s transition to
US News › Trump administration
the White House appeared to be in disarray on Tuesday after the abrupt departure of
a top national security adviser and …
Trump transition plunges into disarray with staff shake-up
... https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/politics/2016/11/15/trump... WASHINGTO
N — President-elect Donald Trump’s transition operation plunged into disarray
Tuesday with the abrupt resignation of Mike Rogers, who had handled ...
And so on . . . .
Scott Alexander provided another recent example of how the NY Times distorts the
news. In an article on educational vouchers the Times says;
... Only a third of economists on the Chicago panel agreed that students would be better off if
they all had access to vouchers to use at any private (or public) school of their choice. ...

But, Mr. Alexander points out;
... 36% of economists agree that vouchers would improve education, compared to 19% who
disagree. The rest are unsure or didn’t answer the question. The picture looks about the same
when weighted by the economists’ confidence.

A more accurate way to summarize this graph is “About twice as many economists believe a
voucher system would improve education as believe that it wouldn’t.”
By leaving it at “only a third of economists support vouchers”, the article implies that there is an
economic consensus against the policy. Heck, it more than implies it – its title is “Free Market
For Education: Economists Generally Don’t Buy It”. But its own source suggests that, of
economists who have an opinion, a large majority are pro-voucher. ...

Getting ready for the offensive against Trump, the media is stocking its shelves
with Dem operatives with bylines. The Daily Caller reports;
WikiLeaks’ publication of emails from the Democratic National Committee and Hillary Clinton
campaign chair John Podesta revealed the close ties between prominent journalists and the
Clinton campaign. Many of those same journalists will now be covering the Trump White House.
...
... Last month, the New York Times announced it would be hiring Politico reporter Glenn Thrush
to cover the Trump White House. Emails released by WikiLeaks showed Thrush sending stories
to Clinton staffers for approval before publication. (RELATED: New York Times Hires
Reporter Who Sent Stories To Clinton Staffers For Approval)
"Because I have become a hack I will send u the whole section that pertains to [you]," he wrote
in an April 30, 2015 email to Podesta, including five paragraphs from a piece titled "Hillary’s big
money dilemma."
"Please don’t share or tell anyone I did this," Thrush added. "Tell me if I fucked up anything."
"No problems here," Podesta replied.
On April 17, 2015, Thrush sent an email to Clinton communications director Jennifer Palmieri
with the subject line: "pls read asap — the [Jennifer Palmieri] bits — don’t share."
Palmieri forwarded Thrush’s email to other Clinton campaign staffers, writing: "He did me
courtesy of sending what he is going to say about me. Seems fine." ...

And Katy Couric is back at NBC. Her distortions were so blatant she got her own
Pickings post last July; Lyin' Katie Couric.
And to sum up this post, a delicious discourse on "fake news" by Matthew Continetti
was in last month's Commentary.
... Why the obsession with fake news? Readers with long memories will note that the
mainstream media did not use this term to describe the work of Janet Cooke, Stephen Glass,
and Jayson Blair, or the reporters who vilified and maligned the Duke Lacrosse Team, or the
disgusting fabrications Rolling Stone told about fraternity life at the University of Virginia, or the
myths parroted on CNN that Michael Brown shouted "hands up, don’t shoot" before he was
killed in Ferguson. Nor was fake news a problem in 2012 when a man named Floyd Corkins
said he shot an employee of the conservative Family Research Council in the arm because the
Southern Poverty Legal Center had accused it of being a hate group. ...

Deadline.com
Stunned By Trump, The New York Times Finds Time For Some Soul-Searching
by Michael Cieply
It’s been a moment for soul-searching, and to some extent repentance, at the New York Times.
In much-discussed remarks to his own media columnist James Rutenberg, executive editor
Dean Baquet offered a mea culpa for having missed the Donald Trump surprise, though he
spoke less for the paper than for journalists in general. “We’ve got to do a much better job of
being on the road, out in the country, talking to different kinds of people than we talk to —
especially if you happen to be a New York-based news organization — and remind ourselves
that New York is not the real world,” Baquet said.
Public editor Liz Spayd cut closer to the bone, as she marveled at an election-night flip from an
84% Clinton-to-win assessment by the paper’s elaborate data operation, to a 95% likelihood for
Trump just a few hours later.
“As The Times begins a period of self-reflection, I hope its editors will think hard about the half
of America the paper too seldom covers,” wrote Spayd.
She continued: “The red state America campaign coverage that rang the loudest in news
coverage grew out of Trump rallies, and it often amplified the voices of the most hateful. One
especially compelling video produced with footage collected over months on the campaign trail,
captured the ugly vitriol like few others. That’s important coverage. But it and pieces like it
drowned out the kind of agenda-free, deep narratives that could have taken Times readers
deeper into the lives and values of the people who just elected the next president.”
Having left the Times on July 25, after almost 12 years as an editor and correspondent, I missed
the main heat of the presidential campaign; so I can’t add a word to those self-assessments of
the recent political coverage. But these recent mornings-after leave me with some hard-earned
thoughts about the Times’ drift from its moorings in the nation at-large.
For starters, it’s important to accept that the New York Times has always — or at least for many
decades — been a far more editor-driven, and self-conscious, publication than many of those
with which it competes. Historically, the Los Angeles Times, where I worked twice, for instance,
was a reporter-driven, bottom-up newspaper. Most editors wanted to know, every day, before
the first morning meeting: “What are you hearing? What have you got?”
It was a shock on arriving at the New York Times in 2004, as the paper’s movie editor, to realize
that its editorial dynamic was essentially the reverse. By and large, talented reporters scrambled
to match stories with what internally was often called “the narrative.” We were occasionally
asked to map a narrative for our various beats a year in advance, square the plan with editors,
then generate stories that fit the pre-designated line.
Reality usually had a way of intervening. But I knew one senior reporter who would play solitaire
on his computer in the mornings, waiting for his editors to come through with marching orders.

Once, in the Los Angeles bureau, I listened to a visiting National staff reporter tell a contact,
more or less: “My editor needs someone to say such-and-such, could you say that?”
The bigger shock came on being told, at least twice, by Times editors who were describing the
paper’s daily Page One meeting: “We set the agenda for the country in that room.”
Having lived at one time or another in small-town Pennsylvania, some lower-rung Detroit
suburbs, San Francisco, Oakland, Tulsa and, now, Santa Monica, I could only think, well,
“Wow.” This is a very large country. I couldn’t even find a copy of the Times on a stop in college
town Durham, N.C. To believe the national agenda was being set in a conference room in a
headquarters on Manhattan’s Times Square required a very special mind-set indeed.
Inside the Times building, then and now, a great deal of the conversation is about the Times. In
any institution, shop-talk is inevitable. But the navel-gazing seemed more intense at the Times,
where too many journalists spent too much time decoding the paper’s ways, and too little
figuring out the world at large. I listened to one longtime editor explain over lunch, for instance,
that everybody on the paper has an invisible rank that might or might not coincide with his or her
apparent place in the hierarchy. “You might think I’m a captain,” he said, based on his position
at the time in a slightly backwater department. But, he continued, “I’m actually a colonel,
because of my experiences and influence here.”
Fine. But what about the rest of the universe, that great wide world we were supposed to cover
as journalists? As the years went by, it seemed to become more and more distant. One marker
passed in the last decade, when the Wall Street Journal made a strategic move on the Times by
strengthening its own New York City presence. The Times, by then firmly established as a
national paper, went through a spasm of New York-centric thinking, mostly aimed at keeping the
local print advertising base intact. Movie stories from far-away Los Angeles became harder to
land; theater reviews and elite arts coverage from New York flooded the culture pages.
In theory, the great digital transition should have made it easier for those of us in the bureaus to
penetrate the Times’ psyche. But somehow, it didn’t work that way. As quickly as the editorial
staff was trimmed in years of successive buyouts and layoffs, it re-grew, largely with a new
wave of digital workers, high and low. Many of them were based inside the new Eighth Ave.
headquarters; and most seemed to spend much of the time talking about that perennially
favorite subject, the New York Times, or buzzing in a digital hive on dozens of Slack channels. It
took ever longer to get stories posted or published. More, the paper seemed to lose interest in
much that was happening on the ground even in Los Angeles — New York’s palm tree-lined
sister city — never mind those half-forgotten spots in Pennsylvania or Oklahoma.
By last summer, a Los Angeles bureau that was built to house 13 had dwindled to four or five
inhabitants. Visits by upper editors were rare or nonexistent. Los Angeles stories, especially
about the entertainment business, were increasingly written by visiting New York staff members
or freelance writers assigned by editors back in Manhattan. The drift was palpable —
presumably not just here, but in that heavily populated heartland. And finally, as Spayd said, the
paper seemed to lose touch with “the lives and the values of the people who just elected the
next president.”

Search Engine Results
"Trump Transition Disarray"
by Pickerhead
Firings and Discord Put Trump Transition Team in a State
... www.nytimes.com/2016/11/16/us/politics/trump-transition.html Nov 15, 2016 ·
WASHINGTON — President-elect Donald J. Trump’s transition was in disarray on Tuesday,
marked by firings, infighting and revelations that American ...
Trump transition team in disarray after top adviser ... www.theguardian.com › US News ›
Video embedded · Donald Trump’s transition to the White House
Trump administration
appeared to be in disarray on Tuesday after the abrupt departure of a top national security
adviser and …
Trump transition plunges into disarray with staff shake-up
... https://www.bostonglobe.com/news/politics/2016/11/15/trump... WASHINGTON —
President-elect Donald Trump’s transition operation plunged into disarray Tuesday with the
abrupt resignation of Mike Rogers, who had handled ...
Trump Transition In Disarray: True Or A Media Creation
... www.redstate.com/jaycaruso/2016/11/15/trump-transition-disarray...
He goes on: The
transition dysfunction extends beyond failure to promptly execute a memorandum of
understanding. According to several sources close to the Trump ...
Rogues gallery—the Trump transition in disarray https://www.liberationnews.org/roguesgallery-trump-transition...
There is great confusion surrounding Trump’s claims that the
transition is going "so smoothly." The ruling elite are panicked and in disarray.
Trump transition disarray, BBC in North Korea and
… https://www.ft.com/content/d5b5825e-ab4b-11e6-9cb3-bb8207902122
Infighting and
disarray are plaguing Donald Trump’s attempts to assemble his government-in-waiting. Mike
Rogers and Eliot Cohen, both mainstream Republicans, …
Donald Trump's Transition Team, Or Lack Thereof, Is
... www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/donald-trump-transition-team_us_582b...
Nov 15,
2016 · Video embedded · The disarray has left agencies virtually frozen, unable to
communicate with the people tasked with replacing them and their staff. Trump transition …
Trump's transition operation plunges into disarray - The
... buffalonews.com/.../11/15/trumps-transition-operation-plunges-disarray
WASHINGTON
– President-elect Donald Trump's transition operation plunged into disarray Tuesday with the
abrupt departure of Mike Rogers, who had handled …
Trump's Transition in Disarray, But GOP is Soaring ... townhall.com › columnists › Donald
Lambro
Trump's Transition in Disarray, But GOP is Soaring - Donald Lambro:
WASHINGTON -- President-elect Donald Trump's efforts to staff a new .12/25/2016
18:43:23PM EST.
PressTV-Trump’s transition to White House in
disarray www.presstv.ir/.../11/16/493825/Trump-transition-White-Housedisarray
Donald Trump’s transition to the White House is in a state of disarray marked by
firings and infighting, causing concerns that the president-elect would be ill ...

Trump transition in disarray after departure of senior
aide www.irishtimes.com/news/world/us/trump-transition-in-disarray...
Trump
transition in disarray after departure of senior aide Resignation of national security adviser
Mike Rogers latest exit from president-elect’s team
Is there disarray in the transition team? | MSNBC www.msnbc.com/msnbc-news/watch/isthere-disarray-in-the-transition...
Watch video · ... Kristen Welker to discuss the possible
cabinet nominees and the stories of disarray and infighting within the transition team. ... will
Trump take his …
Donald Trump’s Transition Team Is Stuck in
Transition www.slate.com/.../11/15/donald_trump_s_transition...in_transition.html
Nov
15, 2016 · President-elect Donald J. Trump’s transition operation plunged into disarray on
Tuesday with the abrupt departure of Mike Rogers, who had handled ...
Trump transition team in disarray after top adviser
'purged' https://www.yahoo.com/news/donald-trump-transition-team-disarray...
Nov 16,
2016 · Donald Trump’s transition to the White House appeared to be in disarray on Tuesday
after the abrupt departure of a top national security adviser and …

Slate Star Codex
Contra NYT On Economists On Education
by Scott Alexander
From today’s New York Times: Free Market For Education: Economists Generally Don’t Buy It:
The odds are good that privatizing education will be part of the agenda for President-elect
Donald J. Trump’s administration. […] You might think that most economists agree with this
overall approach, because economists generally like free markets. For example, over 90
percent of the members of the University of Chicago’s panel of leading economists thought that
ride-hailing services like Uber and Lyft made consumers better off by providing competition for
the highly regulated taxi industry.
But economists are far less optimistic about what an unfettered market can achieve in
education. Only a third of economists on the Chicago panel agreed that students would be
better off if they all had access to vouchers to use at any private (or public) school of their
choice.
While economists are trained about the value of free markets, they are also trained to spot when
markets can’t work alone and government intervention is required.
This is followed by a long discussion of market failures and externalities, with the implication that
this is the sort of knowledge that economists are using to come to their anti-voucher views.
But look at the NYT’s source for its claim about economists:

36% of economists agree that vouchers would improve education, compared to 19% who
disagree. The rest are unsure or didn’t answer the question. The picture looks about the same
when weighted by the economists’ confidence.
A more accurate way to summarize this graph is “About twice as many economists believe a
voucher system would improve education as believe that it wouldn’t.”
By leaving it at “only a third of economists support vouchers”, the article implies that there is an
economic consensus against the policy. Heck, it more than implies it – its title is “Free Market
For Education: Economists Generally Don’t Buy It”. But its own source suggests that, of
economists who have an opinion, a large majority are pro-voucher.
(note also that the options are only “agree that vouchers will improve education” and “disagree
that vouchers will improve education”, so that it’s unclear from the data if any dissenting
economists agree with the Times’ position that vouchers will make things worse. They might just
think that things would stay the same.)
I think this is really poor journalistic practice and implies the opinion of the nation’s economists
to be the opposite of what it really is. I hope the Times prints a correction.

Daily Caller
Journalists Exposed By WikiLeaks Will Now Cover Trump White House
by Peter Hasson
WikiLeaks’ publication of emails from the Democratic National Committee and Hillary Clinton
campaign chair John Podesta revealed the close ties between prominent journalists and the
Clinton campaign. Many of those same journalists will now be covering the Trump White House.
CNBC chief political correspondent and New York Times political writer John
Harwood demonstrated clear partisanship in his many email exchanges with Podesta.
Harwood told Podesta to "watch out" for Dr. Ben Carson during the Republican primary. "Ben
Carson could give you real trouble in a general," Harwood warned, including video clips of
Carson’s political positions.
In a December 2015 email to Podesta, Harwood claimed the Republican Party was "veering off
the rails" and bragged about provoking Trump during a Republican presidential debate, where
he asked Trump if he was running "a comic book version of a presidential
campaign." (RELATED: John Harwood Says Democrats Lost Because Of ‘White Fear’)
"I imagine…" Harwood titled the email, continuing in the body: "…that Obama feels some (sad)
vindication at this demonstration of his years-long point about the opposition party veering off
the rails."
"I certainly am feeling that way with respect to how I questioned Trump at our debate."
As CNBC’s chief political correspondent, Harwood will play a central role in the network’s
coverage of the Trump administration. Harwood has yet to respond to repeated requests from
TheDC regarding his email exchanges with the Clinton campaign.
Last month, the New York Times announced it would be hiring Politico reporter Glenn Thrush to
cover the Trump White House. Emails released by WikiLeaks showed Thrush sending stories to
Clinton staffers for approval before publication. (RELATED: New York Times Hires Reporter
Who Sent Stories To Clinton Staffers For Approval)
"Because I have become a hack I will send u the whole section that pertains to [you]," he wrote
in an April 30, 2015 email to Podesta, including five paragraphs from a piece titled "Hillary’s big
money dilemma."
"Please don’t share or tell anyone I did this," Thrush added. "Tell me if I fucked up anything."
"No problems here," Podesta replied.
On April 17, 2015, Thrush sent an email to Clinton communications director Jennifer Palmieri
with the subject line: "pls read asap — the [Jennifer Palmieri] bits — don’t share."
Palmieri forwarded Thrush’s email to other Clinton campaign staffers, writing: "He did me
courtesy of sending what he is going to say about me. Seems fine."

Other journalists who will cover the Trump White House were named as personal favorites of
Clinton campaign staffers.
A July 2015 media plan described New York Times Magazine chief national correspondent Mark
Leibovich as "sympathetic." WikiLeaks emails revealed Leibovich giving Palmieri "veto" power
over which anecdotes he would include in his stories.
Leaked documents provided directly to The Daily Caller by hacker Guccifer 2.0 in October
revealed which journalists were cozy with the Clinton campaign. Included in the leak was a list
of reporters who attended an off-the-record cocktail party with Clinton campaign strategist Joel
Benenson, a list that included several New York Times reporters and Thrush.
Another document in the leak revealed the campaign’s strategies for placing stories with friendly
journalists and described the New York Times’ Maggie Haberman (who was then with Politico)
as a "friendly journalist."
A memo reportedly created by traveling press secretary Nick Merrill stated, "We are all in
agreement that the time is right place a story with a friendly journalist in the coming days that
positions us a little more transparently while achieving the above goals."
"We have has a very good relationship with Maggie Haberman of Politico over the last year. We
have had her tee up stories for us before and have never been disappointed," the memo
continued. "While we should have a larger conversation in the near future about a broader
strategy for reengaging the beat press that covers HRC, for this we think we can achieve our
objective and do the most shaping by going to Maggie."

Commentary
Fake' News and the Victorian Gentleman
by Matthew Continetti
Donald Trump’s election as president sent the press scrambling for explanations. Few in the
media expected Trump to win, an assumption reflected in coverage of the presidential
campaign. In the weeks before Election Day, major papers and television networks were filled
with stories touting Hillary Clinton’s "blue wall" of states, including Michigan, Pennsylvania, and
Wisconsin (oops), and celebrating a "surge" of Hispanic voters that would put Clinton over the
top. As it turned out, Trump won more Hispanic votes than Mitt Romney.
Because it is difficult for liberals to understand that people might oppose them on substantive as
well as moral grounds, their analyses of the election results were as flawed as their takes on the
horse race. Many liberal commentators simply ascribed Trump’s victory to the supposed racism,
misogyny, and authoritarianism of his supporters, reducing varied and complex motivations to
base, irrational, and impermissible drives. Other reporters, editors, and anchors quickly became
enamored of the idea that misinformation on social- media networks and the Internet tricked
voters into supporting Trump, that America fell for a con ginned up by liars with Facebook
accounts eager to make a quick buck and assisted by cybernauts in league with the Kremlin.
Such was the genesis of the controversy over "fake news."

"News websites designed to trick and mislead people seem to pop up every single day," wrote
Brian Stelter of CNN. "For their creators, the incentives are clear: more social shares mean
more page views mean more ad dollars." A post claiming that Pope Francis endorsed Donald
Trump might show up in your Facebook news feed, enticing you to click and read the details.
But the details, like the post, are manufactured. "The B.S. stories hurt the people who read and
share them over and over again," Stelter continued. "Many of these fakes reinforce the views of
conservative or liberal voters and insulate them from the truth." Stelter, anchor of the show
Reliable Sources, urged viewers and readers to check the basis of sensational and
inflammatory stories before pressing the share button. Good advice.
And yet the argument over fake news is about more than due diligence. It is also about the fear
of outside influence in American politics, the role of the mainstream media in our public life, and
the power of tech giants in Silicon Valley to censor speech. In November, for example, an
explosive Washington Post story claimed, "The flood of ‘fake news’ this election season got
support from a sophisticated Russian propaganda campaign that created and spread misleading
articles online with the goal of punishing Democrat Hillary Clinton, helping Republican Donald
Trump and undermining faith in American democracy," according to "independent researchers
who tracked the operation." The Post quoted an anonymous source: "It was like Russia was
running a super PAC for Trump’s campaign."
The "independent researchers" on whom the Post relied belonged to a group called PropOrNot,
which had compiled a list of 200 websites that, according to the Post, "wittingly or unwittingly
published Russian propaganda." The list included operations funded by the Russian
government, including RT and Sputnik News and Pravda, as well as websites such as
WikiLeaks. But it also included sites that are merely sympathetic to Russian policy and to
Vladimir Putin, or critical of American foreign policy in general, such as the pages of paleoconservative or paleo-libertarian writers Paul Craig Roberts, David Stockman, Lew Rockwell,
and Justin Raimondo. Also on the list were heavily trafficked populist websites such as Infowars
and the Drudge Report.
I should pause here to say that I disagree with the aims and opinions and methods of basically
everyone named by PropOrNot. But it is wrong and dangerous to blur the line between statebacked propaganda such as RT and the opinions of disgruntled quacks. It is absurd and
offensive to suggest that the Drudge Report, which links to all sorts of media including the
warmongering Kate Upton blog I edit, is a tool of Moscow. And when U.S.–Russian relations are
as poor as they are today, to label news outlets pro-Putin is not only censorious. It is libelous.
Long ago the press changed its job description and went from telling readers what had
happened to telling them what to think.
That may be why online commenters and the left-wing site the Intercept savaged the Post story
for not distinguishing between official propaganda and the freewheeling, tabloid-style, notalways-tethered-to-reality world of the Internet. So harsh did the criticism become that the Post
eventually appended a long editor’s note to the top of the piece that distanced the newspaper,
whose proprietor is Web billionaire and Trump opponent Jeff Bezos, from its own thesis:
A number of those sites have objected to being included on PropOrNot’s list, and some of the
sites, as well as others not on the list, have publicly challenged the group’s methodology and
conclusions. The Post, which did not name any of the sites, does not itself vouch for the validity
of PropOrNot’s findings regarding any individual media outlet, nor did the article purport to do
so.

Now you tell us.
Why the obsession with fake news? Readers with long memories will note that the mainstream
media did not use this term to describe the work of Janet Cooke, Stephen Glass, and Jayson
Blair, or the reporters who vilified and maligned the Duke Lacrosse Team, or the disgusting
fabrications Rolling Stone told about fraternity life at the University of Virginia, or the myths
parroted on CNN that Michael Brown shouted "hands up, don’t shoot" before he was killed in
Ferguson. Nor was fake news a problem in 2012 when a man named Floyd Corkins said he
shot an employee of the conservative Family Research Council in the arm because the
Southern Poverty Legal Center had accused it of being a hate group. And yet four years later,
when an armed man showed up at a D.C. pizzeria after reading online that it might be
connected to human trafficking, the mainstream media’s quest to anathematize fake news
intensified. (Luckily, no one was harmed.)
What makes the controversy salient is the uncertain social position of the mainstream media.
The press, Tom Wolfe wrote, is a Victorian Gentleman, the arbiter of manners and fashion, the
judge of right conduct and good breeding. But the fragmentation of the media landscape, the
decentralization of the Internet and social media, and the rise of Donald Trump have set this
Victorian Gentleman back on his heels. Long ago he changed his job description and went from
telling his readers what had happened to telling them what to think. And the fact that so many
people now have the means to disagree with him, to challenge him, to speak unmediated and
uncensored, is profoundly disturbing to his sense of authority and self-worth.
There always have been and always will be cynics, fabulists, and crazies, because these human
types express durable traits of our nature. But the free-speech zone of the World Wide Web is
the result of human artifice, and thus contingent in space and time. It would be folly, and
injurious to freedom, if the oligarchs that own social-media platforms allowed the Victorian
Gentleman to reassert his preeminent status through censorship of speech that disturbs his
liberal, affluent, entitled cocoon.

Requiem for a Narrative
Analysis: Eight Years of Fake News
by Aaron MacLean
At a dinner in Washington earlier this week—one packed with well-meaning folks who really,
really wanted this year’s election to have gone the other way—I heard a speaker cite Elizabeth
Bishop’s One Art by way of consoling the audience. "The art of losing isn’t hard to master," the
poem famously begins. The speaker hastened to remind the room that, later in the poem, we
are informed numerous times that losing "is no disaster." With that in mind, those who didn’t like
the election’s result should buck up and dive back into the fight, and so forth.
It didn’t seem like the time or place for me to point out that the poem’s declarations that losing
isn’t a disaster are clearly ironic. It also didn’t seem the time to note that among the most
important reasons why so many people supported Trump was that they were conscious of a
series of painful disasters, the existence of which the Obama administration, abetted by a
friendly press, refused to acknowledge.

The nature of our politics today—and perhaps immemorially—is that every ambitious mayor or
governor of a state feels the need to create a narrative of success: build a stadium or bridge that
he can slap his name on, massage the crime statistics to show civic healing, and call it good. If
the reality matches the narrative, so much the better—but you won’t find too many politicians
admitting that things haven’t improved, or that they have actually grown worse. Obama and his
aides certainly weren’t big on admitting shortcomings, and after the electoral wipeout they have
just suffered, it looks like their most lasting impact will be to have discredited the word
"narrative" among a large portion of Americans. That’s something, I guess.
For years, Americans were told that after the financial panic in 2008, the president’s policies had
put us on a steady course to a strong economy. But in much of the country, people looked
around them and thought, That just doesn’t seem right. Especially in those parts of the country
hit the hardest by the transition from the Industrial Era to the Information Age, people asked a
number of questions. If the economy is doing so great, why are my adult children not moving
out? If the unemployment rate is declining, why are so many prime-age males not working? And
doesn’t it matter that the quality of jobs for non-college graduates is so obviously worse than it
was a generation ago? Why, instead of working, are so many people dependent on public
benefits and falling prey to addiction?
All of these questions had answers—but looking to the Obama White House for clarity about the
uncomfortable tradeoffs their policies involved was a fool’s errand. Take, as an example, the
crusade against coal, pushed by activists and coastal liberals for whom shutting down these
companies was a clear and uncomplicated good deed on behalf of Mother Earth, of which the
only real victims would be the greedy energy executives. The miners could retrain, or get "green
jobs," or something.
Well, a lot of the coal companies did shut down, or all but shut down. Many of the owners cut
their losses and moved on—capital may be inconvenienced, but it generally does not suffer. The
workers just lost their jobs. The economy in places like southeastern Ohio wasn’t exactly ready
to absorb them, and as for retraining—well, you give that a try when you’re 45 years old. The
availability of welfare and disability payments is a bitter replacement for the dignity of an honest,
decently paid job. The only good news in some of these regions for much of the last eight years
was the fracking revolution, a phenomenon that generally occurred in spite of the president’s
best efforts.
We were also told, again and again, that things were going well abroad. The tide of war was
receding. Afghans and Iraqis were taking the lead. Osama bin Laden was dead, and al Qaeda
was on the run. And people again thought, That just doesn’t seem right. As recently as this
Tuesday, President Obama was still at it, telling troops assembled at MacDill Air Force Base
(side note: polls suggest that a plurality in that room must have voted for Donald Trump) that, a
few bumps in the road notwithstanding, things were going pretty well out there.
Characteristic of the head scratchers in Obama’s speech was this: "No foreign terrorist
organization has successfully planned and executed an attack on our homeland." Elsewhere in
the speech the president cited the "homegrown and largely isolated individuals" who killed
Americans in Orlando, San Bernardino, Boston, and Fort Hood, and who were "radicalized
online." Never mind the fact that the Fort Hood terrorist exchanged a dozen or so emails with
Anwar al-Awlaki, the American cleric who worked so hard to encourage American Muslims to
murder their fellow citizens, or that al Qaeda and ISIS were actively calling for such attacks, and
providing instructions for how to carry them out in their online magazines.

People listen to this sort of hairsplitting, and they think, that just doesn’t seem right. One hears
the president, during the same speech, praise the campaign against the Islamic State as
"sustainable," and one can’t help but wonder, since when did we want a military effort against a
trumped up gang of women-beating thugs like this to be "sustainable"? Swift, yes; crushing,
sure; but "sustainable?" How about "victorious"? How about "over"?
"Fake news" is becoming a catch-all explanation for Democrats to explain Hillary Clinton’s loss.
Voters didn’t trust Hillary, and didn’t appreciate the great deal they were getting from Obama,
because of right-wing lies. The problem with this explanation is that it was hardly necessary for
Russian troll farms to sow distrust about the Obama administration, when the administration (not
to mention the Clinton campaign!) was itself such a relentless and strategic purveyor of halftruths and convenient omissions. For eight years, the word from the top just didn’t seem right—
and the lack of trust such habitual semi-honesty engendered is why the left is very much the
author of its own disaster.

